Malaca Instituto Internship Programme
A Spanish course and Internship in a Spanish company offers students the opportunity
to gain communicative fluency in Spanish and an invaluable insight into Spanish
business mentality and the reality of working practices in Spain. It also enables a
student to learn new work skills which will be useful in their working lives.
In other words, an excellent CV item which will set them apart from others in the eyes
of their future employers.
Course Facts: Spanish and Internships in Málaga
Any Monday throughout the year, including
Start dates
summer.
(Beginners in Spanish on scheduled beginner’s dates.)

Duration
Content

3 months and longer
Minimum 4 weeks Intensive Spanish (can be in
parallel with first month of Internship).

Timetable

Entry level

Maximum per
class
Average in
class
Min. age
Supervision of
Internship

Certificates

Prices 2017

Minimum 3 months, non-paid, Internship in
a local Spanish company.
Intensive Spanish: 20 lessons per week
o 08.30 – 12.30 or
o 16.00 – 20.30 at the school’s discretion.
Internship: times can vary according to type
of Internship and company policy. Students
will usually have between 6-8 hours per day
in the hosting company.
In general we require a level equivalent to
having completed B2 – this can vary according
to type of Internship requested.
Intensive Spanish: 10
Intensive Spanish: 8
18 years
There will be a nominated host company
supervisor.
Monthly, formal meetings in-company with
MI co-ordinator, student and host company
supervisor.
Scheduled, 2-weekly up-date meetings/phone
conferences between MI co-ordinator and
student.
Malaca Instituto Certificates of Attendance
for courses taken and Certificates of
Linguistic Competence for exams taken.
Hosting company certificate of Internship.
Intensive Spanish: 8 wks: € 1431 + € 70 reg fee
(Length of Spanish course depends on each student’s leve)

Placement fee (up to 6 months): €467
Additional months (7 month onwards): € 155
Civil responsibility insurance:
€ 65
th

Reasons to book a Spanish and Internship programme at Malaca Instituto
The following are a brief list of the reasons we believe should persuade you that Malaca
Instituto is the right place to take such a course.
Award-winning School of Spanish: as a 5 times winner of the Star Award for
School of Spanish (worldwide) – a kind of “Oscars” of the language school world –
Malaca Instituto is a “Super Star” school. We are one of only 9 language schools in
the world to have achieved this.
Over 45 years of experience: we have been dedicated to teaching Spanish for more
than 45 years and over 60,000 students have studied with us providing us with a
huge accumulated experience in teaching Spanish.
45-80 staff: Malaca Instituto is a relatively large School of Spanish and with a
minimum staffing of 45 we have an average ratio of 1 staff for every 3 students
which provides an enviable level of service.
Academic expertise: in addition to the years of experience described above, Malaca
Instituto produces its own textbooks for the majority of the Spanish classes. All our
senior teachers are therefore involved in textbook production.
Internship expertise: we have staff dedicated to the organisation of Internships and
with substantial experience in the organisation of Internships in various European
countries. Over several years we have built up contacts with companies in Malaga
and are confident of providing quality Internships with them across a range of
professional fields.
Internship supervision: in each company a person is designated as the Internship
supervisor. There are formal monthly meetings in the company with the student,
Internship Supervisor and the Malaca Instituto co-ordinator to monitor the student’s
progress and more informal student-co-ordinator contacts every 2 weeks.
Internship reporting: the student will receive a certificate and report from the
internship hosting company as well as certificates for all courses completed at
Malaca Instituto.
Malaca Instituto student environment: we receive around 2000 students per year
from approximately 50 different countries. Due to our mini-campus setting with
outstanding living and study facilities, many of the students spend most of the day
around the school generating an extremely friendly environment with exceptional
professional and social networking opportunities.
Malaga city: with over 650,000 inhabitants, Malaga is Spain’s 6th largest city. It has
a major container and cruise-ship port, mainland Spain’s 2nd largest airport, and all
the business and leisure infrastructure which goes with this as well as the nearby
tourist industry of the Costa del Sol. There are plenty of opportunities for
Internships here!
Mediterranean life-style: with extensive beaches, an enviable climate and an
attractive historic city centre, Malaga is an ideal place in which to study. The many
bars and restaurants create a vibrant atmosphere and here you will find the authentic
Spain, not a tourist resort.
Malaca Instituto – much more than just a School of Spanish

